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In this paper we consider the problem of computing on a local memory machine the product
, where is
a random
sparse matrix with
nonzero elements. To study the average case communication cost of this
problem, we introduce four different probability measures on the set of sparse matrices. We prove that on most local
memory machines with processors, this computation requires
time on the average. We prove that
or
nonzero elements.
the same lower bound also holds, in the worst case, for matrices with only
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1 Introduction
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In this paper we consider the problem of computing
, where is a random
sparse matrix
with
nonzero elements. We prove that, on most local memory machines with processors, this computation requires
time in the average case. We also prove that this computation requires
time in the worst case for matrices with only
nonzero elements and, under additional
hypotheses, also for matrices with
nonzero elements. We prove these results by considering only the
communication cost, i.e. the time required for routing the components of to their final destinations.
The average communication cost of computing
has also been studied in [10] starting from
different assumptions. In [10] we restricted our analysis to the algorithms in which the components of
and are partitioned among the processors according to a fixed scheme not depending on the matrix .
However, it is natural to try to reduce the cost of sparse matrix vector multiplication by finding a ‘good’
partition of the components of and . Such a partition can be based on the nonzero structure of the
matrix which is assumed to be known in advance. This approach is justified if one has to compute
many products involving the same matrix, or involving matrices with the same nonzero structure. The
development of efficient partition schemes is a very active area of research; for some recent results see [3,
4, 5, 14, 15].
In this paper we prove lower bounds which also hold for algorithms which partition the components of
and on the basis of the nonzero structure of . First, we introduce four probability measures on the
class of
sparse matrices with
nonzero elements. Then, we show that with high probability
the cost of computing
on a -processor hypercube is
for every distribution of the
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components of and among the processors. Since the hypercube can simulate with constant slowdown
any
-processor butterfly, CCC, mesh of trees and shuffle exchange network, the same bounds hold
for these communication networks as well (see [7] for descriptions and properties of the hypercube, and
of the other networks mentioned above).
Our results are based on the expansion properties of a bipartite graph associated with the matrix .
Expansion properties, as well as the related concept of separators, have played a major role in the study of
the fill-in generated by Gaussian and Cholesky factorization of a random sparse matrix (see [1, 8, 11, 12]),
but to our knowledge, this is the first time they have been used for the analysis of parallel matrix vector
multiplication algorithms.
We establish lower bounds for the hypercube assuming the following model of computation. Processors
have only local memory and communicate with one another by sending packets of information through
the hypercube links. At each step, each processor is allowed to perform a bounded amount of local computation, or to send one packet of bounded length to an adjacent processor (we are therefore considering
the so-called weak hypercube).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce four different probability measures on the
set of sparse matrices, and the notion of the pseudo-expander graph. We also prove that the dependency
graph associated with a random matrix is a pseudo-expander with high probability. In section 3 we
study the average cost of sparse matrix vector multiplication, and in section 4 we prove lower bounds for
matrices with
and
nonzero elements. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.
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2 Preliminaries
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ba/c'51
ba/c'51 Qed ]
/Tf`WY_Ygh1
bi/c'j1
kgBfm%G
l n
ba/c'51
)
$
/Tf@W`_YgD1po-ba/q'j1
_Yg
Tf
Definition 2.1 Let nartsur^v , wyxzv and s?wyrzv . We say that the graph bi/c'j1 is an /AsW6wpWY+21 -pseudoexpander if for each set {|}Q the following property holds:
+2s ~( { D~ +2sR%2  Adj /{51  xw  { 
F
Note that we must have sNwyr^v , since each set of s+ vertices can be connected to at most + vertices.
The notion of a pseudo-expander graph is similar to the well known notion of an expander graph [2]. We
 :~ +2s implies  Adj /{j1  xw  {  (hence, all expanders
recall that a graph is an /sW@wpWY+21 -expander if {

, and
. Given an
matrix , we associate with a directed
Let
bipartite graph
, called the dependency graph. The vertex set of
is
, and
is an
edge of
if and only if
. In other words, the vertices of
represent the components of
and , and the edge
if and only if the value depends upon .

are pseudo-expanders).
The average case complexity of sparse matrix vector multiplication will be obtained combining two
basic results: in this section, we prove that a random sparse matrix is a pseudo-expander with probability
very close to one, in the next section we prove that computing
on a -processor hypercube
requires
time if
is a pseudo-expander.
To study the average cost of a sparse matrix vector multiplication, we introduce four probability measures on the set of
sparse matrices. Each measure represents a different type of sparse matrix
with
nonzero elements. Although the nonzero elements can be arbitrary real numbers, we assume
the behaviour of the multiplication algorithms does not depend upon their numerical values. Hence, all
measures are defined on the set of 0–1 matrices, where represents a generic nonzero element.
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~^ U ~ + such that  U + is an integer. We denote by  U the probability measure such that
 SBn ' [%z
l n only if the matrix ' has exactly  U+ nonzero elements; moreover, all  BZ:  Zh matrices

with BU + nonzero elements are equally likely.
~:  ~ + , 3% : 7>+ . We denote by   the probability measure such that for each entry k>fg
2. Let n
 S!k f g %
l n:[0%3 . Hence, we have  S'[0%3\/@vJ31 ZY  , where  is the number of nonzero
elements of ' .
D
~D5~ + . We denote by   the probability measure such that  S'[a%
3. Let be an integer n
D nonzero elements; moreover, all  YZ   Z matrices withl Dn
only if each row of ' contains exactly
nonzero elements per row are equally likely.
D
~D5~ + . We denote by   the probability measure such that  S'[a%
l n
4. Let be an integer n
D
Z Z
only if each column of ' contains exactly nonzero elements; moreover, all  Y  matrices with
D nonzero elements per column are equally likely.
1. Let

The above measures are clearly related since they all represent unstructured sparse matrices. We have
chosen these measures since they are quite natural, but of course, they do not cover the whole spectrum
of ‘interesting’ sparse matrices. In the following, the expression ‘random matrix’ will denote a matrix
chosen according to one of these probability measures.
is a pseudo-expander.
Given a random matrix we want to estimate the probability that the graph
In this section we prove that for the measures
–
previously defined such probability is very close
to one (Theorem 2.6). In the following, we make use of some well known inequalities. For
,

'

and, for any real number

¦G§3 ~ +

T ¤Gv ,

 U  

ba/c'51

n ~  ~ +
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(1)

v T v m¥ r ¢ NU

(2)

In addition, a straightforward computation shows that for any triplet of positive integers
we have

Lemma 2.2 Let
If
,

{G|Q ®G|}]

'

 +¨©3  + N U H
~ ¡ v  ¦
¦ ª ¦¨
+ £«

be a random matrix chosen according to the probability measure
we have

¦-WY+W3

such that

(3)

Rf , ¬%Hv>WX!XXW6 .

 S Adj /{j1N¯L®t%t°?[ ~  v  f
(4)
+a5± ²±± ³´±

Proof. We consider only ¬p%Hv>WYE , since the cases ¬%µFW6 are similar. Let ¶µ%eShkgBf Tfmo{W`_Yg¨o®K[ .







We have ¶ % {
® and Adj /{j1?¯·®(%¸° if and only if kgBf%^n for all kgBf´o&¶ . For the probability
measure U , using (3) we get


 S Adj /{j12¯·®t%°?[%  +    ¶    + NU ~  v  U
+¨ ± ²±± ³¹±
U+
U +\
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we have Adj
only if the
rows corresponding to
For the probability measure
not contain nonzero elements in the
columns corresponding to . By (3) we get

{

®

do

 S Adj /{j12¯·®t%°?[*%»º  +¨ D  {   D+  ? U@¼ ~  v  D 
± ³±
+ 5± ²¹±@± ³¹±

½

{t|Q ,  {  % , and assume (4) holds. If
(5)
n¾ru¿Lrtv>W sF + ~  ~ s+W  f¤ sÀF ¿·Á vÂ9<;>=m/@vs?wN1AÃ
then
¹ S  Adj /{j1 ~ wN\[¾r  v  f DÄ ZÅ hÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ
+K
Proof. First note that
¹ S  Adj /{j1 ~ wN\[5%  S  Adj /6{j1 D~µÉ wNÊ[

~ËÉ wNÊ only if there exists a set ®Í
Ì É |R] , with  ® Ì  %Î+& É wNÊ , such that
We have that Adj /{j1
Z
Adj /{j12¯ ®t
Ì %t° . Since there are  ZpÏÅ 8Ð  sets ® of size +i wNÊ , if (4) holds, we have
  f >Ä Z¹ÏÑÅ BÐ`Æ
 S  Adj /{j1 D~ wN\[ ~  + É
+i wNÊ8 v +i
Lemma 2.3 Let

By (1) we have



¹ S  Adj /{j1  ~ Nw \[ ~
~

Hence, we need to show that

Since

+2sÀ7DF ~  ~ +2s

 f >Ä Z¹ÏÑÅ 8Ð`Æ Ç   f >Ä Z¹ÏÑÅ BÐ`Æ Ä UYÈÇ Æ
v +i
v  +K
+ i wNÊ
¢ + Z¹ÏÑÅ B Ð  v  f DÄ ZpÏÅ 8Ð`Æ Ç  v  f > Ä ZÅ hÆAÄ UY2Ç Æ
+iÂwN
+
+
¢ +  v  f  Ç rGv
+iJwN
+K
¢ +É

ZpÏÅ 8Ð 

, using (2) we get

¢ +  v  f  Ç ~ ¢ +  v  f  r ¢ UYÖÕ6× 
+awN
+K
i+ +2s?w
+K ÒhÓ`Ô v &s?ÔYw Ò

This completes the proof since the hypothesis (5) on f implies that
¢ UY Õ6×  ~ vs?w
ÔYÒ
½
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v
 f¤  vp§Â9<;>= 
(6)
s /@v¿\1B/6vIs?wN1
?~ wN is less than
 

then the probability that there exists a set {Ø|^Q with { %e such that Adj /{j1
F  .
Proof. The probability that a set of size  is connected to less than wN vertices is given in Lemma 2.3.
Z
Since there exist   of such sets, we have

 S#Ù\{ such that  Adj /{j1 D~ wN\[ r  +  v  f DÄ ZÅ hÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ
  +K
 ZÅ UYÈÇ
r ¡ ¢ ·+ £  vp + f >Ä hÆAÄ Æ
Lemma 2.4 Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 hold. If

Therefore, we need to prove that

Since

Z Ú ~  ~ +2s

From (6) we have

hence

¢ +  v  f Ä Z \Å # ÆAÄ U`2Ç Æ ~ v

+
F

(7)

, we have

¢ +  v  f Ä Z Å h ÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ ~ F ¢  v  f Z Ä U`2ÚDÅ ÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ

+K
s
+K
~ F ¢ YU   × Ä UYÈÚDÅ ÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ
s
9<;D= s  §v  f`/6v&s?wN1B/6vmÂ¿1 ~ n
 ¢ UY  × Ä UYÈÚDÅ ÆAÄ UYÈÇ Æ ~ v
s

(8)

½

 f must satisfy
v
 f¤yÛ©ÜhÝ*Þ F vJ9<;>=*/6vsNwN1 ÃW  vp§Â9<;D= 
(9)
s¿ Á
sm /6v&¿\1B/6vm&s?wN12ß
for some nKr¿ rGv . It is easy to verify that by taking
¿aà % §s  vpá §9<;D=  W with á %F/@vÂs?wN1 Á v&9<;D=Ö/6vsNwN1 Ã
Ú
á
à
the two arguments of the Û©ÜÝ function in (9) are equal. By substituting ¿ with ¿ , we obtain that (9) is

equivalent to
 f ¤ vp§9<;D= Ú § F vÂ9<;>=m/Yv&s?wÀ1 Ã
v&s?w s Á
The Lemma follows by comparing this last inequality with (7) and (8).
Note that Lemma 2.4 holds only if both (5) and (6) hold. That is,
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Lemma 2.5 Let

'

be an
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 f¤ vp§I9<;>= Ú § F vJ9<;D=*/@vs?wN1AÃ
vs?w Â
s Á
random matrix for which (4) holds. If

(10)

A/ sW6wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with probability greater than v&F UY 
ÒhÓ Q
Proof. The graph ba/q'j1 is not an /sW6wpW`+21 -pseudo-expander only if there exists a set {t|
 { ~ +2s such that  Adj /{51 D~ w  {  . By Lemma 2.4, we know that
 S!ba/c'51 is not a pseudo-expander [ ~ ÏPâ ZÚ Ð F  
æ
hãpä ZÚ:å
the graph

ba/c'51

is an

Therefore,

 S!bi/c'j1
Theorem 2.6 Let
If

'

is a pseudo-expander

[5xGv&F ç m è
Ó`Ò

with

+2s7>F ~

é-â ê F \fcì ¤tvF UY 
f ã2ë
Ó`Ò

be a random matrix chosen according to the probability measure


 f¤ vp§I9<;>= Ú § F vJ9<;D=*/@vs?wN1AÃ
vs?w s Á

½

 f ¬´%µv>WX!XXW6 .
(11)

½
/AsW6wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with probability greater than v&F UY 
ÒhÓ
Proof. The proof follows by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.5.

U@í
U
As an example, for s%  W6wJ% U@î inequality (11) becomes f ¤Gv!EXï>ðmXX!X . Theorem 2.6
 tells us that,
U

U
í

under this assumption, ba/q'j 1 is an / W Uî WY+21 -pseudo-expander with probability v }F UY . Similarly, if
 fN¤Gv!ðX nDñmXX!X\ba/c'51 is a / î W î WY+21 -pseudo-expander with probability greater than vF U` Ó .
~ó { \~ Óò +2s there are
If ba/q'j1 is an /sW@wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander, then, given {e|¸Q such that +2s7>F


more than w { values _Yg that depend on the values TfoÂ{ . Similarly, if bi/c'môp1 is an /AsW6wpWY+21 -pseudo~z ® ~ s , the values _YgKoy® depend upon more than w  ®  values Tf . By
expander, given ®^|] , s7>F
the graph

ba/c'51

is an

symmetry considerations we have the following corollary of Theorem 2.6.

'

f
vpF U` 
ÒÓ

Rf2¬N%¸v>WX!XXW6½

Corollary 2.7 Let be a random matrix chosen according to the probability measure
.
If satisfies (11), then the graph
is an
-pseudo-expander with probability greater than

ba/c'ô¹1

/sW@wpWY+21

3 Study of the Average Case Communication Complexity
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Let be an
sparse matrix, and let
. In this section we prove a lower bound on the average
case complexity of computing the product
on a -processor hypercube. Our analysis is based on
the cost of routing the components of to their final destination. That is, we consider only the cost of
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_g

Tf

¬

k g8f %^
l n
>3 g%¸kgBf  Tf  § ªª!ª §kgBfcõhTföõ
3Dg
Tf
3>g0%Gkg8f  Tf  § ª!ªª §k!g8fcõ!Tfcõ

. A major difficulty
routing, to the processor that computes , the values ’s for all such that
for establishing a lower bound is that we can compute partial sums
during
the routing process. In this case, by moving a single value we can ‘move’ several ’s. However, since
the ’s can be arbitrary, we assume that the partial sum
can be used only
for computing the -th component .
In the previous section, we have shown that a random matrix is a pseudo-expander with high probability.
Therefore, to establish an average case result it suffices to obtain a lower bound for this class of matrices.
In the following, we assume that there exist two functions
mapping
into
such that

kgBf

÷

_Yg

ø YW ø?ù
SvDW`FW!XX!XW`+?[ ShnWX!XXWA3m
¥
1. for ¬N%¸v>WX!XXWY+ , the value T f is initially contained only in processor number ø /A¬1 ;
2. for ÷I%úvDW!XXXW`+ , at the end of the computation the value _Yg is contained in¥ processor number
ø ù /<÷>1 .
NU /A1 will denote the set ShT f  ø /¬A1a%û\[ , that is, the set of all components of )
In the following, ø
NU
initially contained in processor  . Similarly, ø ù /A1 will denote the components of $ contained in pro¥
¥
cessor  .

Theorem 3.1 Let ' be a matrix such that ba/c'51 is an /sW@wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with s-%¸v!7DF ,  rwÂr
F . If conditions 1–2 hold, and for n ~tü rÂ3 ,  ø ù ?U / ü 1  % É +2783Ê or ç +27B3 è , any algorithm for computing
the product $J%' ) on a 3 -processor hypercube requires 45/6/+27831:9<;>=23\1 time.
Proof. The two functions ø WYø ù define a mapping of the vertices of ba/q'j1 into the processors of the
hypercube. If the edge /ATf6W`_Yg>1 belongs to ba/c'51 (that is, kg8fj%G
l n ) the value _Yg depends upon Tf . Hence,
the value Tf has to be moved¥ from processor ø /A¬1 to processor ø ù /<÷>1 .
~  ~ 9<;>=N3 we consider the set of dimension  links of the hypercube (that is, the links
For v
connecting processors whose addresses differ¥ in the  -th bit). If the dimension  links are removed,
 with 37DF processors each. From the hypothesis on ø ù it
the hypercube is bisected into two sets ý¨U!W`ý
~ F>+27DE values _Yg ’s.
follows that at the end of the computation each set contains at most /3\7>F>1 ç +27B3 è
We can assume that ý U initially contains at least +27DF values T f ’s (if not, we exchange the roles of ý U

 either by itself or inside a partial sum þRk g!ÿ T ÿ . Note that a
and ý ). A value T f oý U can reach ý

value T f that reaches ý
by itself can be utilized for the computation of several _ g ’s, but we assume that
each partial sum can be utilized for computing only one _ g .
Let +?U denote the number of values TfoLý¨U that traverse the dimension  links by themselves, and let
 Å:  of partial sums that traverse the dimension  links. We claim that Û©ÜhÝ\/+?U!WY+  1 x  +
number
+  be the

where % í Å ?U .
~  + Ä , weÆ consider the set ÌQ U of the values Tfo-ý¨U that do not traverse the dimension  links by
If +?U
vh[

themselves. We have

Since

ba/c'51

 ÌQ U  ¤ + + U ¤ +   + %  +
F
F
ï/cw §Mv!1

is a pseudo-expander, and

+ ~ + ~ +
 ï/cw §v1 F

(12)
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_ g Jo ý  depend on the values T f o ÌQ U . We have


wN+  F>+ 
w Â/qw§v1 %  +
%
+
ï/cw §Mv!1 E
ï/cw §Mv!1

ÌQ U can
that is, more than  + values _Ygo-ý depend upon the values Tfo ÌQ U . Moreover, the values Tfo ¨


reach ý only inside the + partial sums that traverse the dimension  links. Since each partial sum can

be utilized for the computation of only one _ g , we have that + x  + as claimed.
This proves that 45/A+21 items must traverse the dimension  links. Since the same result holds for all
½
dimensions, the sum of the lengths of the paths traversed by the data is 45/A+ 9C;D=N31 . Since at each step at
most 3 links can be traversed, the computation of $-%M'*) requires 45/@/A+27B3\1:9<;>=231 time.

Theorem 3.2 Let ' be a matrix such that ba/q'mô¹1 is an /sW@wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with s%Hv!7DF ,  r
wGrØF . If conditions 1–2 hold, and, for n ~óü r^3 ,  ø NU / ü 1  % É +2783Ê or ç +27B3 è , any algorithm for
computing the product $-%M'*) on a 3 -processor hypercube requires 45/6/+27831:9<;>=?31 time.
 denote the sets obtained by removing ¥ the dimension  links of the hypercube. From
Proof. Let ý¨U!WYý
~ F>+27>E values Tf ’s. We
the hypothesis on ø follows that initially each set contains at most /37DF>1 ç +27B3 è

can assume that at the end of the computation ý contains at least +27DF values _Yg ’s (if not we consider ý¨U ).
  ¥ as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, it suffices to prove that Û©ÜhÝ/A+?U#WY+  1x  +
Let +?U!WY+  be defined
Å:

with % í Å?U .
Ä
 ~  + , weÆ consider the set Ì]  of the values _ g o-ý  that are computed entirely inside ý  . That is,
If +
_hÿKo Ì]  only if no partial sum þ k:ÿ8f Tf traverses the dimension  links. We have
 Ì]   ¤ + Â+  ¤ +   + %  +
F
F
ï/cwa§v!1
Z
 ÅhZ

Since ba/q'môp1 is a pseudo-expander, the values _ g o Ì] depend on more than í Å?U   values T f oLý U .
Ä Æ
By construction, these values T f ’s must traverse the dimension  links by themselves. Hence

+?Umx ï/qwwN§+ v1  F>E + %  +
½
we have that more than

í Ä ÅÅh?Z U Æ 


values

By combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 with a result on the complexity of balancing on the hypercube,
it is possible to prove that the computation of
requires
time even if there are
components of or .
processors containing

$^%R'*)
45/@/+27831:9<;D=È3\1
45/A+27B31
) $
Lemma 3.3 Suppose that + items are distributed over the 3 processors of a hypercube, and let ¦ be the
maximum number of items stored in a single processor. There exists an algorithm BALANCE that redistributes the items
 so that each processor contains ç +27B3 è or É +2783Ê items. The running time of BALANCE
¡

U
å
3§y9<;>= 3 £ .
is  ¦9<;>=
½

Proof. See [13, Theorem 5].
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We also need the converse of this lemma. Given a distribution of items over processors with no
more than items per processor, there exists an algorithm U NBALANCE that constructs such distribution
starting from an initial setting in which each processor contains
or
items. The algorithm
U NBALANCE is obtained by executing the operations of the algorithm BALANCE in the opposite order,
hence its running time is again 
.
In the following we use the notation 

to denote that for any
, there exists
such
that 

for all
.

¦

É +2783Ê

ç +27B3 è

¡ ¦9<;D= U@å  3§Â9<;>=  3
N/A+21% :/ È/+216£1

+ë

Theorem 3.4 Let ' be a matrix such that ba/q'j1 is an /AsW@wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with sG%v7>F ,  r
werÎF . If conditions 1–2 hold, and, for n ~Îü rØ3 ,  ø ù ?U / ü 1  %i/@/+27831:9<;D=Ö3\1 with n ~ r
v!7DFW53m9<;>=23t%:/A+21 , any algorithm for computing the product $µ% '*) on a 3 -processor hypercube
requires 45/@/A+27B319C;D=N31 time.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists an algorithm S PARSE P ROD for computing $J%' ) such
that:
/k:1 the running time of SPARSEPROD is !/+WA31 with !/+WA31% :/Y/+27B3\1:9<;>=231 ,
/ B1 at the end of the computation each processor contains i/@/+27831:9<;D=  31 components _Yg ’s.
Clearly, using the procedure BALANCE, we can transform S PARSE P ROD into an algorithm in which at
É
the end of the computation each processor contains ç +2783 è or +27B3Ê components of $ . The running time
of this new algorithm is
¡
Uå  3§y9<;>=  3§!/A+W3\1
 /+27831:9<;>=  3m9<;D=
½
£
that by hypothesis is :/@/A+27B319C;D=231 . This is impossible by Theorem 3.1.
Using the procedure U NBALANCE and Theorem 3.2, it is straightforward to prove the following result.

Theorem 3.5 Let ' be a matrix such that ba/q'mô¹1 is an /sW@wpWY+21 -pseudo-expander with s%Hv!7DF ,  r
~  r
werÎF . If conditions 1–2 hold, and, for n ~Îü rØ3 ,  ø ?U / ü 1  
% i/@/+27831:9<;D=  3\1 with n 
v!7DFW53m9<;>=23t%:/A+21 , any algorithm for computing the product $µ% '*) on a 3 -processor hypercube½
¥
requires 45/@/A+27B319C;D=N31 time.
We can summarize the results of this section as follows: if the components of one of the vectors ) or $
are distributed ‘evenly’ (in the sense of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5) among the processors, the data movement
required for computing $J%M'*) takes 45/6/+27831:9<;>=?31 time with high probability. The result holds for the
N/A+21mr È/+21

+ 
¤ +ë

xtn

weak hypercube and, a fortiori, for the hypercubic networks that can be emulated with constant slowdown
by the hypercube.
Note that no hypothesis has been made on how the nonzero entries of are stored. That is, all lower
bounds hold even if each processor contains in its local memory all nonzero elements of the matrix .
Moreover, since these results hold for any pair of function
, we have that the knowledge of the
nonzero structure of does not help to reduce the average cost of the computation.

ø YW ø?ù
¥

'

4 Matrices with  and



'

Nonzero Elements

'

.K/A+21

'

$^%R' )

In the previous section we have shown that, if has
nonzero elements, computing
on
a -processor hypercube takes
time with high probability. It is interesting to investigate

3

45/6/+27B3\1:9<;>=231
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what is the minimum number of nonzero elements of
give a partial answer to this question.

varGwr^F

'

for which this property holds. In this section we

'

Definition 4.1 Let
. Given a matrix , we say that the graph
for each set
the following property holds:

{G|Q

ba/c'51

w

is a -weak-expander if

 {  % É +27>F>ÊÂ%2  Adj /{j1  x}w  { 
Obviously, all /AsW6wpWY+21 -pseudo-expanders with s¤Gv!7>F are weak-expanders but the converse is not true.
As we will see, weak-expanders can be still used to get lower bounds for matrix vector multiplication. In
addition, the next lemma shows that there exist matrices with only E>+ nonzero elements whose dependency graph is a weak-expander.

+·¤}ð , there exists an +·,©+ matrix Ì' such that

§  
§   , where  U W   W  are permutation matrices,
1. t
Ì' %  U 
2. both ba/c'51 and ba/c'ô¹1 are "! -weak-expanders.
½
Proof. The existence of matrix Ì' is established in the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [11].
Lemma 4.3 Let ' be a matrix with a constant number of nonzero elements per row, and such that ba/q'môp1

~ü rÂ3 ,  ø ù ?U / ü 1  %t+2783 , any
is a w -weak-expander. If conditions 1–2 of section 3 hold, 3 + , and, for n
algorithm for computing the product $L%M'*) on a 3 -processor hypercube requires 45/@/+27831:9<;D=N31 time.
~  ~ 9<;>=23 , there are 45/+21 items
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that, for v
that must traverse the dimension  links of the hypercube.

Let ý U W`ý denote the sets obtained by removing the dimension  links. As usual, we can assume that
ý U contains at least +27>F values T f ’s. Clearly, the +27>F values _ g oLý  depend upon at least /cw v!1B/A+27>FD1
values Tfo&ý¨U . These values can traverse the dimension  links either by themselves or inside a partial
½
sum. However, each partial sum can contain only a constant number of values Tf , hence, 45/A+21 items must
traverse the dimension  links.

Lemma 4.2 For all

An analogous proof yields the following result.

'

~ ü r3  ø NU / ü 1  % ½
n ^
$-%M'*) 3
45/@/A+27B319C;D=N31 ¥
Using Lemmas 4.2-4.4, we can easily prove that, in the worst case, the computation of $-%' ) requires
45/@/A+27B319C;D=231 time also for matrices with only ED+ nonzero elements.
Theorem 4.5 For all +L¤uð , there exists an +-, + matrix Ì' with at most E>+ nonzero elements, such that,
½
if the components of one of the vectors ) or $ are evenly distributed among the processors, any algorithm
for computing $-% *Ì' ) on a 3 -processor hypercube requires 45/6/+27831:9<;>=?31 time.
3 +

Lemma 4.4 Let be a matrix with a constant number of nonzero elements per column, and such that
is a -weak-expander. If conditions 1–2 of Section 3 hold,
, and, for
,
, any algorithm for computing
on a -processor hypercube requires
time.

ba/c'51
+27B3

w

The case of matrices with three nonzero elements per row appears to be the boundary between easy and
difficult problems. In fact, if a matrix # contains at most two nonzero elements in each row and in each
column, we can arrange the components of and so that the product
can be computed on the
hypercube in 
time. To see this, it suffices to notice that each vertex of # has degree at most

a/c+27831

)

$

$Â%'*)

ba/ 1
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ba/ ¾1

two. Hence, the connected components of # can only be chains or rings and can be embedded in the
hypercube with constant dilation and congestion.
We conclude this section by studying the complexity of sparse matrix vector multiplication when we
require that, for
, the value is stored in the same processor containing . A typical situation
in which this requirement must be met, is when the multiplication algorithm is utilized for computing the

sequence
generated by an iterative method. Note that, using the notation of section 3,
$
this requirement is equivalent to assuming that
.

¬2%¸v>WX!XXWY+
)ÄP ?U Æ*% '*)ÄhÆ

_f

Tf

ø

øù

¥

¬%ev>WXX!XWY+ ,
+,-+ matrix # Ì

Theorem 4.6 Let % be the class of matrix vector multiplication algorithms such that, for
the value is stored in the same processor containing . For all
, there exists an
such that

_f

Tf

+¤ð

Ì

1. each row and each column of # contains at most two nonzero elements,

)

2. if the component of are evenly distributed, any algorithm in %
-processor hypercube requires
time.

3

45/@/A+27B3\1:9<;>=231

for computing

$z% #5Ì )

on a

Ì'

Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, we know that there exists a matrix such that the communication cost
of computing
is
time (note that this bound holds for the algorithms not in % ).
 & & , where    are permutation matrices. Now consider the
Moreover, we know that

matrix ('
. Since the multiplication by a permutation matrix does not require any communication
)' is
(for the algorithms not in % !), the communication cost of computing
. Since
('
*# , any algorithm in % for computing #
can be used for computing )' with no extra
communication cost. It follows that any algorithm in % for computing #
requires
time.
This completes the proof, since # is equal to the sum of two permutation matrices.

$% Ì' ) 45/Y/A+27B319C;D =231 
tÌ' % U § §
' % UNU Ì'
' P)t%H)-§ 5)

UW W 
5)

$%G' <) 54 /6/+27831:9<;>=23\1
' C)
)
45/Y/ +27831:9<;>=23\1

½

5 Concluding Remarks
One of the most challenging problems in the field of distributed computing is to find good data distributions for irregular problems. In this paper we have analysed the issue of data distribution for the problem
of sparse matrix vector multiplication. We have performed an average case analysis by introducing four
different probability measures on the set of
matrices with
nonzero elements. We have shown
that, on average, computing
on many
-processor networks requires
time.
The result holds for any balanced distribution of the components of and among the processors.
A parallel algorithm for computing the product
, where is a
matrix with 
nonzero
time on a -processor hypercubic
elements, has been given in [9]. The algorithm runs in 
network. The results of this paper establish the ‘average case’ optimality of the algorithm in [9] for the
class of unstructured matrices. However, our results do not rule out the possibility that the product
can be computed in 
time for important classes of matrices which are not pseudo-expanders.
Typical examples are the matrices arising in finite elements and finite difference discretization of partial
differential equations for which 
multiplication algorithms exist (see for example [6, Ch. 11]).
There are several possible extensions of our results which deserve further investigation. In our analysis
we have considered only the cost of routing each value
to the processors in charge of computing the
values ’s which depend upon . It is natural to ask if one could get more general results by taking into
account also the computation cost, which, as the number of nonzero elements grows, may well exceed the
cost of communication. Another interesting open problem is whether we can break the

$G%H'*)

:/`/A+27B3\1:9<;>=231
a/A+27B31

_g

Tf

+·,L+

.K/+21
.K/C3\1
45/6/+27B3\1:9<;>=231
) $
$-%' )
' +¨, +
a/+21
a/@/A+27B319C;D=231
3
$J%M'*)
Tf

45/6/+27831:9<;>=23\1
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)

lower bound by allowing processors to contain multiple copies of the components of . To be fair, our
algorithm should produce multiple copies of the components of so that it can be used to compute

sequences of the kind
.

)Ä ?U ÆÀ%u'*)ÄhÆ

$
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